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Governor and Mayor’s O’Hare Expansion Plan Built on Lies
CHICAGO—The Alliance of Residents Concerning O’Hare (AReCO) calls upon the residents of Illinois to hold
Governor Ryan, Mayor Daley and the misguided business leaders liable for their extremely reckless plans to
massively expand flights at O’Hare Airport. They must be held accountable for their failure to protect the
millions of people in the Chicago area whose health, safety, and welfare are seriously harmed by the cancercausing and otherwise toxic air pollution, noise, water, and other ground-level pollution from airport and aircraft
operations at O’Hare.i ii
The O’Hare expansion plan is built on at least five major lies: 1) the Governor’s cynical attempt to pass
off the O’Hare expansion plan as harmless by claiming he will “cap” flights at 1.1 million, or more recently, at
1.2 million flights per year; 2) the Governor’s claim that he has the legal authority to “cap” flights; 3) that to
massively increase flights at O’Hare would be “safe”; 4) that the O’Hare expansion plan will “fix” delays; and
5) that the purpose of spending billions of dollars to build new and to modify runways at O’Hare, each of which
could accommodate hundreds of thousands of additional flights each year, is to add only 50,000 - 150,000 more
flights per year.
Ryan, in addition to breaking his campaign promise that he is “…against any new runway, modification
of an existing runway or adding any more flights at O’Hare Airport” iii, lied about the current number of flights
each year at O’Hare. Prior to September 11th, O’Hare was already handling 2,800 to 2,900 flights a day, which
is very close to his 1.1 million per year alleged “cap” level. The Governor also lied about being able to “cap”
flights: no level of government in the U.S. currently has any real legal authority to “cap” the number of flights at
any airport because of the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, and Congress just removed the last remaining legal
authority over the numbers of flights at O’Hare, the “High Density Rule,” in order to increase flights.iv
The Governor’s name for the O’Hare expansion plan, “Safe Airports for the Economy,” is also a lie.
The current level of over 1.7 million flights annually saturating O’Hare’s Class “B” Airspace (within a 25 mile
radius of O’Hare) causes a very high level of congestion in the airspace, and the proposed increase to more than
2.5 million flights would be unacceptably dangerous to human life both in the air and on the ground. v Four of
Illinois’ busiest airports, Midway, O’Hare, DuPage, and Palwaukee, plus several smaller general aviation
airports, are located within the same class “B” Airspace, and they are also projected to increase operations. It is
now almost commonplace to witness evasive action between aircraft in the area. AReCO’s investigation has
revealed that no studies have been done to determine whether the density of O’Hare’s Airspace should be
additionally regulated for safety by setting density limits. To increase the number of planes in O’Hare’s
Airspace would be an accident waiting to happen.
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Expanding airports does not “fix” flight delays. The air transport industry manufactured the delays
themselves prior to September 11 to market airport expansion, through over-scheduling, removal of the highdensity rule, and other schemes. If there were delays today, they could be fixed through re-instituting the highdensity rule, demand-management practices, stopping the airlines’ over-scheduling, and other management
methods. Further, one source, Patricia Friend, President of the Association of Flight Attendants International,
stated that prior to September 11, the industry was in an “over-capacity situation” -- that is, because of poor
management decisions, the airlines expanded beyond what the passenger demand was. Clearly, there was no
need for airport expansion then, nor is there need for it now. September 11 and the multi-billion dollar taxpayer
bailout which the industry demanded afterward proved that the industry was and is not financially stable enough
to fund any airport expansions. Now, because of the airlines’ severe financial mismanagement, and Ryan and
Daley’s and a couple of other cities’ refusal to put their expansion plans on hold, the only reasonable conclusion
is that the taxpayers will wind up paying to fund these airport expansions for use by these private corporations.
The true purpose of spending billions of dollars to build new and to modify runways at O’Hare, each of
which could accommodate hundreds of thousands of additional flights each year, can not possibly be to add only
50,000 - 200,000 more flights per year as Ryan claims, but is to allow for a massive increase of flights – possibly
more than twice the amount of flights we have now. Right now, Chicago is the most polluted urban area in the
United States.vi The noise and toxic pollution from such an additional, massive number of flights would make
Chicago and the region close to unlivable.
In addition to the significant and very disturbing impacts that aircraft have on our upper atmosphere, the
Governor is well aware that the real issue is the very serious public health problems caused by aircraft and
airport operations, mainly from hazardous and toxic air emissions, which include known human carcinogens, as
well as the safety and security problems that continued airport expansion could only make worse. Perhaps
millions in the Chicago area already suffer harm from airport and aircraft air toxic pollution. The aviation
industry’s pollutants are largely unregulated, and its vast, adverse public health and environmental impacts
include: harm to our children’s health, learning, and development, increased cancers, respiratory disease and
asthma, brain tumors, and scores of other diseases from the staggering amounts and various types of toxic and
carcinogenic air, ground-level, and water pollution emitted by airports and aircraft around major population
centers.vii
Further, Governor Ryan, Mayor Daley, and the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) grossly
undercount the number of people whose health and quality of life is harmed by airport and aircraft noise from
O’Hare operations and from other airports nationwide -- 500,000 -- by using an unscientific measurement to
describe severe noise. Even using the air industry’s unscientific, quantitative evidence demonstrates that well
over 600,000 people are adversely affected by the noise from O’Hare’s operations viii.
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“It’s all about politics and money, not safety, health, security and potential loss of life. Because the
Governor and Mayor are aware of this, they and some callous, expansionist business leaders need to be held
accountable for any and all harm caused by their extremely reckless O’Hare expansion plans,” stated Jack
Saporito, Executive Director of the Alliance of Residents Concerning O’Hare.
The horrible tragedies of September 11 present a unique opportunity to bring balance and modernization
to our whole transportation system. Instead of continuing to throw good money after bad into the air
transportation system, which proved to be so highly fragile by the September 11th aftermath, the public policy
makers should now put into place a balanced transportation system which includes a world-class, high-speed rail
system. There are better alternatives to manage and expand Chicago’s transportation system than to continually
expand airports: re-instate the high-density rule, develop intermodal high-speed rail transport, build new airports
removed from urban populations, extend demand-management strategies, and develop innovative options such as
business video-teleconferencing. To really stimulate our economy, Washington, Illinois and Chicago should now
undertake a major public works transportation project – build a real high-speed rail system that would not only
balance our transportation system but would turn our economy around from recession into one that thrives again.
###
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Alliance of Residents Concerning O’Hare (AReCO) is a not-for-profit organization of

individuals and families, living in 41 communities including the city of Chicago that are affected by O’Hare Airport
operations. www.areco.org
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